


On learning how to harvest

… ehh, and how are we gonna continue this after… ?

In February 2022, Tropical Tap Water (TTW) was invited to harvest during 
the regular meetings of  the Lumbung Kios working group.

In this zine, we have assembled a collection of  the visual harvesting we did, 
which is presented in a fluid chronological order from February until June. 
Mostly there are graphic notes from what was discussed in Lumbung Kios, 
with some unexpected revelations that we had while drawing during the 
many conversations.

For TTW, this experience is above all a meaningful learning process. First, 
discovering how to harvest knowledge —we are still on the way— and se-
condly, actively witnessing the organization and the collectively open mecha-
nism of  decision making. 

… I made the things that I cannot make that pots to be done!

As a study-band, we find that the call to organize between artists is urgent 
and necessary in order to co-create and to co-imagine ways for communal 
sustenance, the redistribution of  resources and the sharing of  surpluses. Lum-
bung Kios is a formidable example of  this effort and an inspiration model. 
Another art ecosystem is possible! 

As the Lumbung model teaches us, we artists —especially those from the Glo-
bal South, a.k.a. where you cannot drink water from the tap— can appro-
priate and reinvent other means of  production and distribution to make long 
term aesthetic-political projects to benefit our local ecosystems.

Lumbungs of  the world unite!

Tropical Tropical Water
Summer 2022

lumbung Kios is a decentralized network of  
independently operated kios (Indonesian for kiosk).
 

a sustainable income is to be generated 
by selling products made by the lumbung 
members, lumbung artists and their 
local ecosystem. 

lumbung Kios is an attempt to decentralize 
sales channels and to test alternative 
economics. 

the ecological footprint should be kept as 
small as possible.



bring back our land 

from the river to the sea…
the earth, split
fenced and surveilled 
how to care for it
help it breathe 
sprout
from the river to the sea…
our soil must return
it can be free
if we sing
unified
bring back our land
discover its time 
or that’s what we hear in the…

gossip from below 

we appreciate this
sounds like home
a texture 
meant to be felt
from afar
to be heard in waves
echoes and booms 
the unspeaking
speaks 
we don’t always understand
but learn to sense
sounds as touch
what is yet to be said 
but already has a place here
perhaps as…

extemporary arts and culture 

that is, a transit
outside of time, inconvenient
decentralized and other…
 a sensibility 
experience
affinity
aesthetic…
a political conversation
in the making 
unbound… 
snails swirling
in the ruins
looking for alternative futurities
and jamming…
a practice 
that doesn’t always 
mesh with...

genetically modified optimism 

commercialized
well being as isolation
individual mood programming 
to desensibilize 
and tune out
implanted software
conditioning desire
look away
avoid
deny…
we have to try our best to dismantle
and feel
after all, some say
we can sometimes be…

political artisans 

from below
extemporaneous 
moving 
listening
speaking
feeling
learning
sharing
constructing
from the river to the sea…
jamming
baskomming 
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poetic harvesting by Bernardo Núñez Magdaleno



























































Credits:

Visual harvesting by Tropical Tap Water that in the summer of 2022 is an open fluid collectivi-
ty study band assamblied by jammers like Diana Cantarey, Simnikiwe Buhlungu, Julian Abraham 
Togar, Daniel Aguilar Ruvalcaba and more friends. 

Poetic harvesting by Bernardo Núñez Magdaleno (page 2). This poetic harvesting was made by 
our friend and compa during the printing process of the tote bags that TTW + Question of 
Funding made together. 

You can get one of these amazing tote bags by TTW and Question of Funding at the Lumbung 
Kios.

Thanks to: 

To the water and our chomies around the place,
to Yaz, Question of Funding habibis, to Lara and to Gertrude
to the lumbung Kios working group, to Ajeng and Tyuki,
and of course to the Lumbungs of the world!




